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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Technically Speaking is an open-source, educational resource hosted on
TikTok aimed at teaching small business owners everything they need to
know to establish their business’s digital presence. Content is broken
down into three subtopics: design, coding, and branding. All videos are
additionally hosted on a website, along with worksheets that follow the
videos (when applicable). The three hosts, Sydney Amling, Julia Sherrill,
and Tara Anastasoff all offer unique perspectives on the three topics and
aim to deliver the information in a way that is short, sweet, and engaging.

Technically Speaking  will bring an approachable, fun, and relatable voice
to traditionally intimidating digital topics. We believe that young and
up-and-coming small business owners deserve a fighting chance at the
prosperity a successful digital presence can foster. Technically Speaking’s
TikTok page and accompanying website will serve as a lasting resource
for anyone trying to launch, expand or even restructure their small
business.

> OVERARCHING GOAL

1. What are you hoping to gain from conducting UX testing?
a. Through our UX testing, we are hoping to gain insight on the

type of videos that users best respond to and are interested
in. If the video performs well, then it will be liked and shared
among our target user group – hopefully indicating that
users are able to apply the knowledge shared into real-life
scenarios. We also want to make sure that our site structure
is logical for people to use.

b. Our hypothesis is that users will retain more information
and interact with videos that are shorter and have a more
casual tone over videos that are longer and contain more
dense information.

2. How might you use the results from this testing?
a. Through an analysis of our results from testing, we hope to

craft a plan for Season 2 of Technically Speaking. While our
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content production will be finished this semester, we hope
to provide a formulaic approach to video-creation and
discover a set of guidelines for the next team to follow.
Among other aspects, we’re curious if green screen videos
will perform well, how valuable hashtags in the caption are,
and how the time of day that the video is posted affects
engagement rate.

3. Why are these tests important and relevant?
a. We want to test if our goal of educating users on how to

establish their business’ digital presence in a way that
informs, excites, and relates is accomplished.

b. Based on our results, we plan on creating a detailed
transition guide for a future Emerging Media capstone
group to continue the account’s content  and further
understand how best to organize the website.

c. Without testing, it’s impossible to know if the videos are
really meeting the user's needs and providing a useful
experience.

METHODOLOGY

Sydney will act as our interviewer because of her background in PR and
extroverted nature. As for our observers, Jules and Tara will share
observation duties since we will be transcribing our Zoom meetings with
the program Descript. Since the meeting will be captured word for word,
Tara and Jules can each focus on perceiving the user’s nonverbal
communication, such as mouse and eye movements when navigating
through the site.

> ROLES

● Interviewer:
○ Asks questions to the test subject
○ Guides conversation
○ Prompts the subject to provide honest feedback

● Notetaker
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○ Takes notes during the interview sessions
○ Notes any interesting observations or points of conflict

during the session
● Data Collector/Observer/Photographer

○ Observes the conversation between the interviewer and
subject

○ Helps gather notes from the interview and draws
conclusions about the session

○ Takes photos of facial expressions or eye movements from
the Zoom call

> SAMPLING

Due to the format of our content, TikTok demographics predispose us to
a specific market that we can succeed in if we tailor our content,
specifically to women aged 18-24 – all who are interested in building
digital presence for their small businesses.

● Persona 1: Jane is 22-years-old and wants a career pivot. She isn’t
feeling inspired by her B.A. in accounting anymore and wants to
start a small business to sell art she makes after her 9 to 5 but
doesn’t know how. As an avid social media user, she sometimes
stumbles upon start-up business accounts, but they are all too
personalized to the account’s own experience. She wants an
account that will teach her the basics without steering her in any
particular way (i.e. with recommendations or too personal stories)
so she can feel flexible as her business grows. She also
appreciates any free resources as money is tight right now.

● Persona 2: Hannah is 35-years-old and is a seasoned business
owner. While she doesn’t consider herself as a “creative” with her
real-estate business, she still wants to stay up to date with current
trends. She feels stuck in the same rhythm with her logo, website,
and posting schedule and needs to get out of her rut. While she’s
hesitant to try new ways of doing things, she could be convinced
with enough solid facts and arguments.
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>> FRAME & METHOD

1. How will you identify and recruit the required number (8-12) of
subjects?

a. To recruit around 8-12 participants in our study, we will
reach out to our personal and professional networks. We
also plan to leverage social media to recruit members in our
target audience.

2. How will your sample compare to your population, in other words,
how representative is your sample? Are there challenges in recruiting
your sample?

a. We can only hope that our sample will be as representative
as possible to our population. However, part of the charm
of small businesses is their uniqueness, and with that
comes personalization of need. We will select users that
have a strong interest and usage of social media, specifically
TikTok. We are also aiming to have small business owners
comprise at least half of our sample.

3. Where will your sample meet? Or will you use Zoom?
a. Because of the unique nature of our sample, we will plan to

use Zoom to complete our interviews. While Athens is full of
small business owners, we also want to take into
consideration the busy nature of scheduling and plan to
initially start with Zoom recordings.

4. Is a particular group member in charge of recruiting participants?
Is the challenge shared among the team?

a. This will be shared among the whole team, especially due to
the specific population we have. It may be more difficult to
find users – especially strangers – that fall into our
population, so the task will need to be divided up among
three people.

>> OPPORTUNITIES/CHALLENGES

1. Opportunities
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a. Opportunities for growth in incentivizing users in later
semesters  (ex. we’ll feature your tip and business if you do
this)

b. Seeing how people in our target audience respond to our
content

c. Networking within sampling population
2. Challenges

a. Finding enough participants across all
demographics/business experiences

b. Scheduling Availability / Time Constraints

> TESTING INSTRUMENTS

● Script
● Consider how you will complete your UX testing (ie, prototype

hand-off, screen recording, etc) and include notes to help you.
○ In order to hold an effective testing session, we plan on

having users interact with videos on the website itself to get
a reaction to both our content and its hosting site, since we
don’t need UX testing for TikTok. We will ask users about
their level of understanding of the video’s topic both before
and after viewing the video. While we will assess their
knowledge level of the topic, we will also ask about our
scripted approach and specific parts of the video, such as a
step-by-step walkthrough or a real-world example.
Additionally, we want to give our user freedom to tell us
what is appealing and unappealing to them. We’ll ask higher
level questions about the organization and topics of our
videos, but we will also let the conversation flow towards
what they feel compelled to do after watching the video
(save for later, share with another business owner, just keep
scrolling).

● Be detail-oriented: What screen will you start your testing on?
When will you start the timer for time on task? The more thorough
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your notes are, the more you will help your future self remember
everything.

○ Our users will start on the homepage of Technically
Speaking’s website and navigate through all of our posted
videos. We will ask them to start going through the
“Branding” track first. Please refer to the Script for a detailed
report of our testing session.

● This consent form will be distributed prior to the Zoom interview.
The interviewer will review the consent form with the participant at
the beginning of the Zoom call and record the participant signing
the form.

○ Please view our Consent Form here.

>> TASKS

1. You want to find a branding video about “INSERT TOPIC HERE.” Go
find an example!

a. Post-task question: Do the sub-topics fit within the larger
parent topic?

2. You have a video recommendation and want to submit it.
a. Post-task question: Should there be more fields to fill out on

this form, such as type of request? Or should we separate
contact from recommendations?

3. Who are the people making these videos?
a. Post-task question: Do you think that any other information

about Technically Speaking’s hosts should be included?
4. What are the Technically Speaking hosts' qualifications?
5. There was a design TikTok about “INSERT” that mentioned a

worksheet to go along with it. Go find it!
6. What are the most popular videos?
7. Follow Technically Speaking’s account on TikTok.

a. Post-task question: What is your first impression of the
appearance of the page? How do you feel about its
organization? \

8. Share a video with another small business owner.
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9. Interact with the video by liking, commenting, or saving.
a. Post-task question: How do you decide whether a video is

worth “saving” or not?
10.You want to learn more about a specific topic. How do you ask for

more information?

>> PRE/POST-TEST SURVEYS

We will use Google Forms to host our pre and post-test surveys.

View the document with questions and answers here.

● Pre-Test Google Form
● Post-Test Google Form

Likert Scale Questions:

● PRE: I enjoy watching TikTok videos.
● PRE: I use social media apps daily.
● PRE: When I watch TikTok videos, I find that I learn new things.
● PRE: When I want to learn something new, I go to social media

apps first.
● POST: I think that this TikTok page has helped me gain more

knowledge in how to build my digital presence.
● POST: I would visit this TikTok page for information about design,

branding, and web development.
● POST: I found the accompanying website easy to navigate.
● POST: I thought that the website was cluttered and overbearing.
● POST: I thought that the hosts were NOT able to properly

communicate their ideas.

Semantic Differential Scale Questions:

● PRE: How tech-savvy would you consider yourself?
● PRE: What is your perception about learning new information?
● PRE: I find TikTok videos that teach me a new skill are often…
● POST: I found the content…
● POST: I thought that the hosts were…
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● POST: Finding content on the website was…

Multiple Choice Questions:

● PRE: This is just an estimate, but how many times do you open the
TikTok app in ONE DAY?

● PRE: Would you consider yourself a small business owner?
● PRE: Which platform do you use most to learn about a new

concept?

Open-ended Questions:

● PRE: What kind of TikTok creators do you enjoy watching?
● PRE: What kind of industries/products/topics do you enjoy learning

about?
● PRE: If you are a small business owner, what new skills do you find

yourself wanting to learn? If not a small business owner, please put
"N/A"

● POST: What aspects of the videos did you enjoy?
● POST:  What are some things you learned from viewing a few of

the videos on the page?
● POST: What constructive criticism do you have for the hosts in

their delivery of the information?

We will use Microsoft Corporation’s Product Reaction Cards as part of
our study methods.

If we decide that there are gaps in our information and need to further
discuss topics from our shorter Zoom interviews, we might plan a few
in-depth interviews. We will also observe the in-app analytics on TikTok to
further draw conclusions about our videos.

ANALYSIS

Based on all the methods above, how do you plan to analyze your results
post-testing with real participants in JRMC 7015: Emerging Media
Capstone? Which metric(s) will be used to analyze tasks?
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● To analyze task performance, we will create a likert scale of
different aspects of the tasks. We’ll measure users’ ability to
complete the task and note any additional comments or
observations during their process.

Which metric(s) will be used to analyze surveys?

● Strongly agree to strongly disagree on a Likert scale

Which metric(s) will be used to analyze the Product Reaction Cards?

● We will analyze similar terms that people use to see if there are
any trends with the chosen cards (ex. Mostly positive reaction or
negative reactions).

How will you categorize major and minor issues?

● Major issues will be defined by any task that the user is unable to
accomplish or takes a long amount of time.

● Minor issues will be defined as something that the user has to
pause for a moment to think about, but does not prohibit them
from completing the task.

Any other charts, tables, graphs, and other data visualizations you plan to
use.

● We plan to use a chart to display our analytics from TikTok of likes,
comments, shares, and saves.

Can you characterize the results to the population? How should you
communicate your results?

● After determining the results from the population, we will organize
our results into a list of findings and recommendations that we will
pass on to the creators of Season 2 of Technically Speaking. These
findings will help shape and improve the next season.
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CONCLUSION

With our UX-RP, we plan to test the functionality, appearance, and overall
organization of our website and TikTok page. Using a variety of scales,
targeted task requests, and a set of product reaction cards, we will work
towards our goal of determining the outcome of our hypothesis: that
users will retain more information and interact with videos that are
shorter and have a more casual tone over videos that are longer and
contain more dense information.

While we expect some changes to occur to this plan as we begin the real
testing phase, this UX-RP has given us the framework to find valuable
information and develop a set of findings to prepare the future of
Technically Speaking.
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